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ABSTRACT 

A Wall Follower (WF) Robot must have more than 1 sonar ranging sensors. We can not control the robot smoothly with 
only a switching control. Some researcher tried to implement a Fuzzy Logic as a navigation control. In Fuzzy Logic 
control, they test the FLC parameters several time to make sure that the model has an optimum navigation control. In 
this paper, navigation control of WF robot is set to use a Neural Network based on Adaptive Learning Rate Back 
Propagation. We have developed a learning algorithm using ALRBP. This WF robot was created in Webots simulator 
environment which has completed all physics conditions. Although it was a robot simulator it provided a real world 
conditions. We have trained the WF robot without a cylindric shape obstacle. For the running process, we provided 2 
conditions, without an obstacle and with some obstacles. The result was a 100% success. WF robot could do 10 laps 
smoothly with minimum oscillations in Webots field without any obstacle. In the case of WF robot that gets a training 
without obstacles, we still got good results of 80% success. This concludes that ALRBP can help a WF robot to move 
smoothly and handle a blank spot of Neural Network training.  
Keywords: WF Robot, Sonar Ranging Sensors, Neural Network, Adaptive Learning Rate Back Propagation, Webots®. 
 
1. Introduction 
Our laboratorium focuses on robotics control development. Several years ago, we have developed control technique on 
popular mathematical tool. But, it is still difficult to realize the winning control parameters on a robot. We have not 
considered other parameters on real environments like sensors disturbance, difference motor response, etc. In the last 
year, we found Webots simulator which can provide all disturbances like in a real environment. We can turn on and turn 
off that features from its physics plugin. 
 
1.1 Background 
In previous research, we have developed a wall follower robot using the Fuzzy Logic Control with the purpose to observe 
and find out paramaters of Fuzzy Logic Control to be set to get a wall follower trajectory smoothly with minimun 
oscillation. We faced difficulty in tracking its trajectory compared to the target trajectory. We could track the oscillations 
through its visualization movement. In previous research, the Fuzzy Logic Control was successfully implemented on WF 
robot. Although in the final research we got optimum parameters of Fuzzy Logic, it takes times to get them. Many 
researchers have used a Neural Network algorithm to perform searching on optimum control parameters. They also focus 
on to make a mobile robots getting adaptive learning with many problem environments. Most research on control systems 
development still use an ideal environment implemented with mathematical tool.  
 
1.2 Objective 
In this research, we developed Adaptive Learning Rate Back Propagation Neural Network control using Webots with the 
same purpose as the previous research. Some detailed objectives of the research are: 
1) to create a mobile robot design with two differential wheels in Webots simulator, 
2) to understand how to perform a learning process of Adaptive Learning Rate Back Propagation and find the 

difference to the basic back propagation, 
3) to analyze and develop Adaptive Learning Rate Back Propagation architecture and implement it to two wheels 

mobile robot,  
4) to analyze the best configuration of nodes, hidden layer(s), and iterations needed in the learning process, and 
5) to analyze the effectiveness of Adaptive Learning Rate Back Propagation algorithm in handling a blank spot 

condition which has not been trained on learning process. 
 
1.3 Problem Definition 
The problems observed in this research can be defined as follows: 
1) Create two wheels mobile robot and its field designed in Webots, 
2) Build and test the Adaptive Learning Rate Back Propagation manually using C++ language in Webots, 
3) Compare the Adaptive Learning Rate Back Propagation architecture design using manual calculations in a few 

iterations. 
4) Find the best parameters of Adaptive Learning Rate Back Propagation, and try some combinations about nodes, 

hidden layer(s), and iterations needed. 
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2. Fundamental Theory 
2.1 Webots Simulator 
Webots is a 3D mobile robot simulator that has been used as a tool in the many robotics learning. The philosophy behind 
Webots is that many technologies include electronics, mechanics, computer hardware and software are often difficult to 
master perfectly every technology, and hence mobile robotics projects require an important investment[1]. In this 
simulator, users can design 3D mobile robot along with the accessories such a field, sensors, and actuators. It also control 
the motion and simulate their robots which have been designed before. Programming language which provide in Webots 
simulator are a C/C++, Java, Python and Matlab based. In Figure 1, we can see a windows position in Webots. And in 
Figure 2, we can see there are four stages of development ability in Webots. First, we create a 3D robot design, we can 
get the robot in a template or user defined. Second, we create a C++ code program or Java or Python, or Matlab based, on 
code editor window. 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Four Windows In Webots Simulator  

 
 

Figure 2. Development Stages In Webots[1] 
 
2.2 Neural Network 
Neural Network is a network of a group of small processing units which is modeled based on human neural tissue 
(neurons). Artificial neural networks are adaptive systems, which means a network that can change its structure to solve 
problems based on external information or internal information that flows in the network. Artificial neural networks can 
be used to model complex relationships between inputs and outputs to find a pattern of data[2]. 
 
The basic structure of Neural Network also consists of several parts where each part works the same way with human 
neurons. 
1. Input is value or condition which is further processed in the activation. 
2. Weight is the load values that change continuously whenever the learning process takes place. 
3. Activation is a meeting place of learning process based on the given input and weight values. 
4. The output is the output of the learning process or the introduction of a given input. 
In Figure 3, we can see block diagram Neural Network architecture. 
 

 
Figure 3. Block Diagram of Neural Network Architecture 

 
Learning Process. This section is an important part in the process because all the logic of Neural Networks computation 
occurs in this section. In the learning process data input and data output are required. The learning process is one of the 
advantages of Neural Networks. Any problems encountered can be solved through a learning phase, as does the human 
brain that is biological in which the human brain has the ability to learn new things. Basically, Neural Network is made to 
be able to learn something new so that it can do the analysis. 
 
This learning process greatly affects the ability to do analysis, as more inputs are used as learning the process more easily 
and sensitive is the analysis. And typically a multilayer perceptron Neural Network has a section called the hidden layer 
where the part is used to compensate for any problems faced. The purpose of this learning process is to gain weight and 
bias values are then used on a running process[2]. 
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There are several methods of backpropagation but the one used in this research is the method of Adaptive Learning Rate 
Back Propagation. We know that there is a popular back propagation called Gradient Descent Back Propagation. Process 
in Adaptive Learning Rate Back Propagation is almost the same as the Gradient Descent Back Propagation. They differ 
on the value formula etha or learning rate that affect the acceleration of learning for weight and bias updates. The 
equations in the general form of Back Propagation can be seen on eq.1 and eq.2.  
 

 
                     (eq.1) 

                     (eq.2) 
 
Table 1 shows the difference between Gradien Descent Back Propagation (GDBP) and Adaptive Learning Rate Back 
Propagation (ALRBP) equations. If the error is still large, the process is repeated continuously from stage 
backpropagation feed-forward and loop back. And if it reaches the desired state then the value of the weight update and 
subsequent updates bias are used in the running process.  
 

Table 1. Difference Between GDBP and ALRBP 

GDBP ALRBP 
 

 

 

 
 

 
Running Process. In the running process there are stages of the feed-forward. Weight and bias update the results of the 
learning process used in this process. The data is processed feed-forward to produce output.  
 
3. Research Methodology 
The research methodology of the system is explained as follows: 
1) In this research, firstly we build a 3D mobile robot with two differential wheels and sonar ranging sensors in Webots. 

Mobile robot designed in a proportional dimension which mostly used in Indonesian Robot Contest. Mobile robot 
must be tested to check their ability in moving around its field, recognize all changing distance measurement and 
stop if their sensors detect a wall in front of a robot.  

2) With C++ programming, we create an architecture of Adaptive Learning Rate Back Propagation in Webots code 
editor side. The architecture of that Neural Network is built using general variable especially on nodes variable, 
hidden layer(s) variable, and iterations variable. A simple test is required to make sure that architecture was built 
correctly.  

3) Analyze and research using many combinations of nodes, hidden layer(s), and iterations, and conclude which one the 
best combination of the three parameters is, in order to make a wall follower mobile robot trajectory smoothly and 
with a minimum oscillations.  

 
4. Design 
The design stage is divided into three, namely mechanical design, hardware design, and software design. Mechanical 
design section describes the robot construction, which consists of the framework of the robot, wheeled robots, the motor 
of the robot, and the design field in Webots. Hardware design section describes the sensors and supporting parts used in 
robots. Software design describes the building of the architecture of the Adaptive Learning Rate Back Propagation Neural 
Network used to run the robot. 
 
4.1 Mechanical Design 
We made several settings in Webots to build mobile robot with two wheels.  

 
Setting for Robot Contruction Setting for Wheel Robot Setting for Motor 
Differential Wheels node  
Translation (x=0; y=0; z=0) 
Rotation (x=0; y=1; z=0; alpha=0) 
 
Transform node   
Translation (x=0; y=0.09; z=0) 
Rotation (x=0; y=1; z=0; alpha=0) 

Solid node  
Translation (x=0.08; y=0.04; z=0) 
Rotation (x=1; y=0; z=0; alpha=0) 
 
Transform node  
Translation (x=0; y=0; z=0) 
Rotation (x=0; y=0; z=1; alpha=1.57) 

node Differential Wheels  
max speed=10rad/s,   
max acceleration=100rad/s2,  
speed unit=1rad/s,  
slipnoise=0, encoder  noise =-1,  
encoder resolution=-1,  
max force=0.3. 
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4.2 Hardware Design 
In Webots simulator, the sensor used is a distance sensor nodes, which is placed in the context of the robot. To be able to 
perform its functions, distance sensors use a number of 4 pieces that are put spreaded in the framework of the robot. 
Distance sensors are made cylindrical blue with detailed specifications of the radius of 0.01m, 0.014m height, 
numberOfRays 2, aperture 0.5. The type of distance sensor used is the sonar.  

 

 
Figure 4. Mobile Robot 

Setting for Left Sensor Setting for Front Sensor 
Distance sensor node  
Translation (x=-0.075; y=0.08; z=-0.06) 
Rotation (x=0; y= 1; z = 0; alpha = 3.14) 
 
Transform node   
Translation (x=0; y=0; z=0) 
Rotation (x=0; y=0; z=1; alpha=1.57) 

Distance sensor node  
Translation (x=0; y=0.08; z=-0.075) 
Rotation (x=0; y=1; z=0; alpha=1.57) 
 
Transform node 
Translation (x=0; y=0; z=0) 
Rotation (x=0; y=0; z=1; alpha=1.57) 

 
4.3 Software Design 
We create three file C++ to provide Adaptive Learning Rate Back Propagation architecture. There are; data training 
collection file, training process file, and the last is the running process file. Data training file contains the C++ code to 
recognize a keyboard pressed which have function for robot movement. All the robot movement will be recorded as  
complete with its sonar sensors data. Training process file contains the C++ code that creates Adaptive Learning Rate 
Back Propagation architecture specially for doing learning process. This code is created to open collections data of 
sensors and robot movement file and process the learning architecture which contains feedforward and backpropagation 
model. Adaptive Learning Rate algorithm is built on backpropagation model to search a weight and bias values until the 
stop parameters done. After we got a “winner” weight and bias values, the produced data will be receive on running 
process coding file. In running process file, there is only feed-forward model with fixed weight and bias values which 
produced by the running program from the learning process file. 
  
5. Results and Discussion 
The parameters tested were the number of iterations, each hidden layer and hidden layer nodes. Each parameter has a 
certain amount of limitation so as to obtain the best parameter combination to be done. Here is the sequence of testing on 
the robot design ALRBP wall follower: 
1. Testing search ALRBP distribution parameters. 
2. Testing the influence of parameters ALRBP iterations. 
3. Testing the influence of the node parameters ALRBP. 
In this research, we did not try every changes of nodes, hidden layer(s), and number of iterations. But, we make about 20 
combinations which have a random nodes, hidden layers, and number of iterations. A randomize value of nodes between 
1-20, a randomize value of  hidden layers between 1-20, and for iterations between 1-1000. We can see all randomize 
value at Table 2. 
 

Table 2. Randomize Value For 20 Combinations 
Comb  Numb Iterations Hidden Layer Nodes  Comb  Numb Iterations Hidden Layer Nodes 

1 678 4 17  11 45 14 19 
2 618 20 7  12 95 4 7 
3 320 10 20  13 535 16 9 
4 574 8 8  14 959 14 8 
5 18 15 11  15 231 20 17 
6 455 10 16  16 946 14 12 
7 633 17 18  17 797 5 13 
8 854 5 8  18 238 10 20 
9 255 17 18  19 549 5 16 

10 73 8 19  20 633 5 11 
 
On Figure 5, we can see the results of SSE values. We can analyze that for a quite large of iterations, we got SSE value 
very low until 10-3 as a stop parameter learning process. And also with quite large iterations, this research got a minimum 
oscillations for 10 laps wall follower movement. Some reader will be said that it has been guessed with a big enough 
iterations, it will get a good results. But, in other research which uses Conjugate Gradien Back Propagation (not 
published yet), there is a behaviour that in some large iterations, where we got the worst results.  
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SSE Values for 15 Hidden Layers, 11 Nodes, 18 Iterations SSE Values for 14 Hidden Layers , 8 Nodes, 959 Iterations 

  

  
Figure 5. Results Difference Between Small Iterations And Quite Large Iterations 

 
Next, we continue to test and analyze the ability of mobile robot to avoid an obstacles while it performs wall follower. 
This test is actually an interesting experiment. We can see an obstacles place planning on Figure 6. Because we know in 
neural network theory, your subject will be a big failed if you give a task which has not been learnt yet. This mobile robot 
only train to stay in left wall follower without an obstacles. In Figure 7, we can see that Adaptive Learning Rate Back 
Propagation with 959 iterations can avoid an obstacles, two obstacles, with success prosentage of almost 80%.  

 
Figure 6. An Obstacle Place Planning 

 
15 Hidden Layers, 11 Nodes, 18 Iterations 14 Hidden Layers , 8 Nodes, 959 Iterations 

  
Figure 7. Mobile Robot Do Avoiding An Obstacles 
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6. Conclusion 
In summary, after examining parameters, Adaptive Learning Rate Back Propagation proves that the best combination of 
parameters with a combination of nodes-hidden, and iteration are quite large. In an additional testing conducted, it is 
showed that the number of iterations is best with more than 500 iterations with the percentage of 100% success. Based on 
testing using something that has not been studied previously with a mobile robot which is placed two obstacles, the 
architecture of the Adaptive Learning Rate Back Propagation able to cope with the success of 80%. So, we can said that 
Adaptive Learning Rate Back Propagation have the ability to handle blank spot of learning process. 
 
7. Limitation of Research 
This research is limited in terms of the direction of wall follower. The mobile robot only have a sets of sensor on left side, 
so the mobile robot only can do left wall follower. The research can be extended to implement sensors on two side; left 
and right; but may be it will be build two architectures of neural network on that mobile robot which have two side 
sensors.  
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